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Abstract—Multicasting is widely used in conventional
wired and wireless networks as it allows to significantly
improve resource utilization in presence of users interested
in the same content. However, the support of this type of
service in prospective 5G New Radio (NR) systems has
received only little attention so far. In this paper, merging
the tools of queuing theory and stochastic geometry we
develop a model of 5G NR base station (BS) serving a
mixture of unicast and multicast traffic. We validate our
model against computer simulations using multicast/unicast
session drop probabilities and system resource utilization as
metrics of interest. Our numerical results illustrate that the
presence of multicast type of traffic severely compromises
performance of unicast sessions. Furthermore, this effect is
amplified when the inter-site distance (ISD) between BSs
increases. Thus, in order to satisfy prescribed performance
guarantees in terms of unicast and multicast session drop
probabilities, explicit resource reservation mechanism at
NR BS might be required.

Index Terms—mmWave, unicast, multicast, resource
queue, simulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

3GPP New Radio (NR) radio access technology cur-
rently being standardized by 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) [1] is expected to play a key role in
5G systems. NR systems operating in millimeter wave
(mmWave) frequency band promise multi-gigabit rates
and reduced latency at the air interface compared to
LTE systems [1]. As vendors and network operators
perform first field trials of this upcoming technology [2],
the research community concentrates their efforts on
performance analysis of advanced capabilities, use cases
and services for 5G NR systems [3], [4].

In addition to extraordinary promises, 5G NR systems
bring a set of new unique challenges to systems designers
including much higher propagation losses compared to
microwave communications, blockage of propagation
paths by small dynamic objects in the channel, the

need for efficient electronic beamstreering mechanisms,
etc [5]. In real-life outdoor deployments 5G NR systems
mostly suffer from mobile obstacles such as humans and
cars, which are often termed “blockers” [6].

Depending on the propagation environment and the
distance to NR base station (BS), a user equipment (UE)
experiencing such type of blockage may either enter
outage conditions or lower its modulation and coding
scheme such that block error probability at the air inter-
face is satisfied [7]. To target outage situations 3GPP has
recently proposed multi-connectivity operation, where
several simultaneously active links for adjacent NR BSs
are maintained and the connection is transferred between
them in case of blockage events [8]. When no outage
conditions are experiences by UE, the service may con-
tinue at the current BS. However, to support the required
rate at the air interface more physical resources are
needed. When this surplus of resources is not available
an ongoing session is dropped or its rate needs to be
reduced [3], [9].

Performance of NR BS service unicast type of traffic
has been deeply investigated so far using the tools of
stochastic geometry and queuing theory, see, e.g., [4],
[10]. Surprisingly, the support of multicast session in
these systems has received only little attention so far.
Particularly, the authors in [11]–[13], [15] proposed
optimization algorithms to support multicasting in NR
systems assuming that NR BS serves multicast traffic
only. The only study, where the mixture of unicast
and multicast traffic is addressed is due to Samuylov
et al. [14], where the authors consider coexistence of
a single multicast and single unicast service at NR
BS. The authors developed a simple analytical model
for a mixture of unicast and multicast service. Among
other conclusions they demonstrated that there exists an



inherent trade-off between performance metrics provided
to unicast and multicast sessions and the number of
antenna elements needed at the NR BS.

In this paper, we continue efforts in [14] and consider
a 5G NR BS deployment serving mixture of unicast and
multicast sessions. First, we use the tools of stochastic
geometry and 3GPP propagation model to characterize
the amount of resources requested by UE. Then, we
formalize and solve a queuing model with random
resource requirements and external process of line-of-
sight (LoS) blockage events and two types of traffic with
different resource allocation strategies representing those
of unicast and multicast traffic. The main contributions of
our study are: (i) the presence of multicast type of traffic
severely compromises unicast session performance in
terms of session drop probability and (ii) the negative
effect of multicast traffic is amplified by the increased
inter-site distance (ISD) between NR BSs. Thus, to
satisfy the prescribed drop probabilities of unicast and
multicast traffic, explicit resource reservation mechanism
at NR BSs might be needed.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First,
in Section II we introduce the system model of NR
BS serving unicast and multicast traffic. The modeling
framework is developed in Section III. Numerical results
are presented in Section IV. Conclusions are drawn in
the last section.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a 5G NR Base Station (BS) deployment
simultaneously serving process point-to-point (unicast)
and point-to-multipoint (multicast) sessions, see Fig. 1.
Each BS has a circularly-shaped coverage area of radius
R estimated using the mmWave propagation model and
the set of MCS [7]. Users are assumed to be randomly
distributed according to Poisson Point Process (PPP)
with parameter ρ. So the intensity of user requests for
service, both unicast and multicast, is Poisson process
with parameter Λ = λρπR2, where λ is the parameter
of exponentially distributed intervals between two con-
secutive requests from a single user and ρ is the density
of users. To process a user request BS allocates radio
frequency resource of the size that is generally a random
variable and determined by the UE location.

Following [16], the mmWave path loss LdB for LoS
and nLoS conditions is given by:

LdB(x) =

{
32.4 + 21 log(x) + 20 log fc, non-blocked,
47.4 + 21 log(x) + 20 log fc, blocked,

where fc is operational frequency measured in GHz,
and x is the distance between BS and UE. From these
equations we derive maximum distances dEnLoS and
dEnLoS at which a UE can establish a session in LoS
and nLoS states respectively by setting value of LdB
threshold as the worst possible Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(SNR).

Fig. 1. System model communication scenario.

Our model accounts for LoS blockage by human
bodies. We define two zones, inner zone with radius
r = dEnLoS and outer zone with radius R. In the zone
inner zone specified by dEnLoS , once LoS between UE
and BS gets blocked, the session can still be maintained
by allocating greater amount of resources to compensate
for degraded channel quality. However, if the system
has insufficient amount of resources it is dropped. In
the outer zone, specified by dEnLoS and R UE is in
outage conditions when LoS is blocked. To provide
continuous service we assume multiconnectivity option,
that is, each UE maintains active links with two NR
BS. If UE experiences outage conditions, the session
can be handed over to another NR BS. As UE is
always served at BS with better channel quality, after
handover it will demand greater amount of resource than
it was previously allocated by the origin BS. On re-
establishment of LoS towards origin BS, the session is
handed over back with the former demand. However,
at this moment it may appear that origin BS does not
have available resource to resume session, in this case
the session proceeds its service at adjacent BS until the
required amount of resource at origin BS is released. In
a similar way, sessions originated in adjacent BS may
be handed over to the considered BS demanding more
resource than origin sessions.

A request for establishing a unicast session is denied
(session drop) if the amount of available resource is
not enough for maintaining a new session. Another
metric of interest is the session service interruption
probability that may occur in case of LoS blockage
when additional portion of resource is not available. A
request for establishing a multicast session inside inner
zone is denied only if on the request arrival there are
no multicast sessions with the same or greater demand
for resource being served and the amount of available
resource is not enough to establish a new session of
that type. When a blocker occludes LoS between BS
and UE located in the outer zone unicast and multicast
sessions are handed over to nearby BS, which resource
is assumed to be unlimited meaning that such handover
is always possible. As soon as LoS is back, the session



proceeds being served by nearby BS until origin BS has
available resource, sufficient to resume session, after that
the session is immediately handed over back.

III. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In subsection III-A, based on the introduced system
model, we formalize a queuing framework. Then, in
subsection III-B we present our system-level simulation
tool based on discrete-event modeling technique.

A. Queuing System Formalization

In this section we consider a resource queue with
limited amount of resource C to describe the service
process for the user requests [18], [20], [21] illustrated
in Fig. 2. We differentiate three types of arriving flows:
a flow of requests from inner zone with intensity Λr, a
flow of requests from outer zone with intensity ΛR, and
a flow of requests for handover from adjacent BSs with
intensity ΛH , Λ = Λr + ΛR + ΛH .

Fig. 2. Queuing Model Scheme.

We assume arrival flows to follow Poisson processes
with parameters Λr = λr,U +λr,M , ΛR = λR,U +λR,M ,
and ΛH = λH,U + λH,M correspondingly, where U and
M determine the request type (unicast and multicast),
while r, R and H the origin locations of UEs (in the
inner zone, in the outer zone and in the adjacent BS). The
service duration of sessions originated in target BS ser-
vice area are exponentially distributed with parameters
µU and µM for unicast and multicast sessions and do not
depend on location of UE. Similarly, duration of stay for
sessions handed over from adjacent BS is exponentially
distributed with parameter θnLoS . Main notations used
in this paper are presented in Table I.

Several sessions form a multicast group with demand
equal to the greatest demand among sessions in the
group. Besides, the first multicast request that forms the
group defines service time for this group, thus, all the
sessions from the group are terminated at the moment of
service completion for the initiating session [22], [23].

Movement of blockers can be modeled with two ex-
ponentially distributed random variables with parameters
θLoS and θnLoS that represent blockage duration (nLoS
state intensity) and time intervals between blockages
(LoS state intensity) [3]. In Fig. 3 we present a scenario

Fig. 3. LoS blockage model.

for our LoS blockage model, where an obstacle blocks
the LoS between the BS and UE during the time interval
defined by θnLoS parameter. As the LoS is resumed it
takes another time interval defined by θLoS parameter
before a session is blocked by another blocker.

We also put the following simplifying assumptions:
1) session always starts its serving in LoS condition;
2) arrival intensity of handover sessions is calculated

as λH,t = λR,t θnLoS

(θLoS+θnLoS) , where t ∈ {U,M};
3) ongoing handover sessions at target BS cannot be

blocked.

B. System-Level Simulation Tool
To study the above-proposed queuing system we have

developed a dedicated system level simulation (SLS) tool
that is based on discrete-event modeling approach [17].
This approach allows us for flexible modeling of system
and gives the opportunity to analyze different move-
ment models and scenarios. To calculate the amount of
requested resources we have used NR MCS schemes
provided in [7]. The pseudo code of event processing
procedure is provided in Algorithm 1.

To obtain numerical results a large-scale simulation
campaign has been carried out. As all the involved
processes in out simulations are wide sense stationary in
nature while the capacity of the serving system is limited
the system has a steady-state conditions. The beginning
of steady-state period is detected using exponentially-
weighted moving average technique with smoothing pa-
rameter set to 0.05. We gathered data during the stead-
state period only by sampling each 10-s observation and
then applying the batch means technique to remove the
effect of residual correlation [17]. According to it, each
obtained sample is divided into batches each having 1000
observations. The mean of each batch is statistically
independent from means of other batches and, thus,
the sample of means can be processed using standard
statistical methods. In what follows, we demonstrate only
point estimates of the metrics of interest. The reason
is that, in each experiment we gather sufficient amount
of batches for confidence limits to not deviate from
the point estimates by more than 1% with the level of
significance set to α = 0.05.



Algorithm 1 Simulation Algorithm for Standalone Cell
with mixture of unicast and multicast traffic
Input: C, r, R, b, ρU/M , λU/M , µU/M , Tend
Output: BU , BM , UTIL

Initialization :
1: Generate coordinates for NU ∼ Pois(λUρUπR2)

and NM ∼ Pois(λMρMπR2) UEs
2: for n = 1 to NU +NM do
3: Generate events for the first arrivals and sessions

termination
4: end for
5: for time = 0 to Tend do
6: Dispatch event
7: if new request of t type then
8: Generate event for the next arrival of t-session

and its termination
9: if remaining resource is sufficient then

10: Establish session, St = St + 1
11: Allocate resource btLoS if needed
12: else
13: Deny request, Bt = Bt + 1
14: end if
15: end if
16: if ongoing session of t-type LoS blocking then
17: if remaining resource is sufficient then
18: Proceed the session service
19: Allocate additional resource btnLoS − btLoS if

needed
20: else
21: Drop session, Bt = Bt + 1
22: end if
23: end if
24: if ongoing session of t-type LoS unblocking then
25: Proceed the session service
26: Release resource btnLoS − btLoS if possible
27: end if
28: if session of t-type service termination then
29: Release resource btnLoS/LoS if possible
30: end if
31: UTIL = UTIL+ Coccupied ∗ (time− lt)
32: lt = time
33: end for
34: BU = BU/SU
35: BM = BM/SM
36: UTIL = (UTIL/Tend) · 100
37: return BU , BM , UTIL

IV. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

In this section, we numerically analyze NR BS op-
eration under a mixture of unicast and multicast traffic
load. Below we first concentrate on unicast and multicast
session drop probabilities and mean NR BS resource
utilization for a fixed ISD and then consider the effect
of ISD on these metrics in detail. The default system

parameters [14], [19] are summarized in Table I. The
traffic profile complies with the global traffic forecast
for 2024 [24], while service characteristics are taken
from [25].

TABLE I
INPUT DATA

Notation Description Values
fc Operational frequency 28 GHz

W Bandwidth 1 GHz
sA Service unit 1.44 MHz

rB Blocker radius 0.4 m

PT Transmit power 0.2 W

γ Path loss exponent 2.1
GT BS antenna gain 2.58 dBi

R Outer zone radius 400-800 m
r Inner zone radius 199 m
dISD Inter site distance 600-1000 m
v Service Data Rate 5-50 Mbps
ρU + ρM Density of UEs 0.1 units/m2

λ−1 Session mean inter-arrival time 200-2000 s
µ−1 Mean service time 1-90 s
θ−1
nLoS Mean blockage time 2.94 s

Let us first consider the user- and system-centric
performance metrics for fixed ISD. Particularly, Fig. 4
illustrates the unicast and multicast session drop proba-
bilities for two defined zones as a function of unicast
traffic share ρU

ρU+ρM
for a fixed ISD of 600 m and

arrival rate of 1 session per second. As one may ob-
serve, the multicast session drop probability increases
exponentially as unicast traffic share increases. However,
the corresponding increase in multicast session drop
probability is much slower than exponential and remains
bounded even when unicast traffic share approaches
unity. The rationale behind this trend is that in presence
of multicast traffic NB BR operate with implicit resource
reservation mechanism providing priority for multicast
session. Particularly, even for high values of unicast
traffic share there is non-zero probability that upon
arrival of multicast session there is already at least one
multicast session in the system.

Fig. 4. Session drop probabilities for fixed ISD.



Recalling the resource reservation mechanism for multi-
cast session, we observe that the multicast session drop
probability shall increase much slower than exponential,
as we observe in Fig. 4. We specifically note that this
behavior is inherent for both inner and outer zones.

The mean percentage of NR BS system resource
utilization for different types of traffic is shown in Fig. 5
as a function of unicast traffic share for a fixed ISD of
600 m and arrival rate of 1 session per second.

Fig. 5. The mean NR BS resource utilization for fixed ISD.

Logically, the aggregated NR BS resource utilization
increases as the unicast traffic share increase. The reason
is that due to multicast resource reservation mechanism
the overall NR BS offered load decreases when the
unicast traffic share increases. The fraction of unicast
traffic in the aggregated traffic at NR BS increases lin-
early when unicast traffic share increases. However, the
fraction of multicast traffic in overall resource utilization
peaks when the unicast traffic share is approximately 0.3.
The reason is that further increase in the unicast traffic
share lowers the intensity of multicast session arrivals to
the system.

Fig. 6 illustrates session drop probabilities for unicast
and multicast services as function of the mean blocking
probability, i.e., the mean share of time when a session
experiences nLoS state.

Fig. 6. Session drop probabilities for fixed ISD.

As one may observe, multicast sessions are more re-
sistant to the channel quality. The reason is again the
specifics of the multicast service process as the amount
of resources requested by multiple multicast sessions is
comparable to that of a single unicast session.

Having analyzed the response of the system to fixed
ISD we now proceed assessing metrics of interest for
different distances between NR BSs. Particularly, Fig. 7
illustrates the unicast session drop probabilities for dif-
ferent ISD, sessions arrival rates in range from 1 to
4 sessions per second. As one may observe, for all
the considered values of ISD, the unicast session drop
probability increases as unicast traffic share gets higher.

Fig. 7. Unicast session drop probability as a function of ISD.

The multicast session drop probability for different
values of ISD are illustrated in Fig. 8, where the unicast
traffic shares scales from zero to unity over OX axis.
First, comparing Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, one may observe that
for all considered ISDs the unicast session drop probabil-
ities are much lower compared to multicast session drop
probabilities. This implies that when serving a mixture
of unicast and multicast traffic the performance of the
latter is severely compromised.

Fig. 8. Multicast session drop probability as a function of ISD.

It is also important to note that similarly to unicast
traffic the worst performance for multicast traffic is
observed for higher values of ISD.



V. CONCLUSION

Motivated by the needs to support multicast traffic
in forthcoming millimeter wave NR systems, in this
paper, we have formalized a system model of cellular
NR BS deployment serving mixture of unicast and
multicast type of traffic and accounting for millimeter
wave propagation effects and NR system specifics. To
analyze the proposed system model we have developed
a system-level simulation tool capable of delivering user-
and system-centric metrics of interest.

Our numerical results revealed that the service perfor-
mance of NR BS systems is severely affected by pres-
ence of multicast type of traffic. Particularly, multicast
type of traffic induces an implicit resource reservation
into NR BS service process providing priority to multi-
cast sessions.

Our future plans include formalization of analytical
framework that will allow to derive user- and system-
centric performance metrics in closed-from such that
they can be further used in performance optimization
of practical NR BS deployments.
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